


REAR SUPPORT HARNESS

Life can be heavy, but love is strong. 
Let’s get your best friend back on his paws.



Before we start
You want to help your pet get up and around. We want to help you do this as safely and  
comfortably as possible. 

It’s important to check your dog’s support harness often to be sure there is no chafing, 
pinching or rubbing in sensitive areas like your dog’s belly or hips. It’s best to take the 
support harness off when your dog isn’t using it.

Keep the support harness clean and dry. The leg loop padding and the belly strap are 
machine washable. 
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Remove the male protection shield from the belly strap if your dog is a female. With 
a snug fit, this optional plastic insert helps relieve pressure on a male dog’s sensitive 
areas. You can buckle the belly strap up to the side when your male dog is ready for a 
potty break.
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Unfasten both leg loop buckles and one of the side buckles on the support harness. 
Drape the open support harness over your dog’s back with the lifting leash facing the 
front. 
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Fasten the belly strap around your dog’s belly. Loop each rear leg strap under the legs 
and fasten the buckles over the hips. Adjust the straps for a comfortable fit. 

You should be able to fit two fingers between your dog’s fur and the straps. When the 
straps move, the fur should move with them.
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Use the lifting leash or the handle to gently help your dog get up or move around. For 
extra support, you can use the lifting leash extender provided with the small support 
harness or attach your dog’s own leash to extend the lifting leash.

We’re with you every step of the way, so your dog can be 
too. Let us help you find the perfect fit.



1-Year Warranty
©2019 Radio Systems Corporation
Models: 62364, 62365, 62427 | JE400-2318
For important safety information, please see the customer care guide. 

For questions or additional tips:
+1 (800) 732-2677
petsafe.com

Let us help!


